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As a world-class residential addiction and
co-occurring disorder treatment facility,
CeDAR is uniquely capable of providing
fully Statement
Our Mission
integrated care that’s personalized toNALGAP’s
each mission is to confront all forms of
oppression and discriminatory practices in the
individual’s unique condition. Using adelivery
holistic
of services to all people and to advocate
NALGAP Would Like to thank our
for
programs
and services that affirm all genders
approach to heal the mind, body and spirit,
2016 sponsors for their support
and sexual orientations. NALGAP provides
our intensive treatment program includes
information, training, networking, and advocacy
about addiction and related problems, and support
pharmacology,
psychiatric services and
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for those engaged in the health professions,
advance medical care.
individuals in recovery, and others concerned
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aspect of a person’s life.
Treat it with a recovery
program that impacts
every aspect of a
person’s life.

While attending NCAD 2016 in
Denver CO, please join us for our
NALGAP membership meeting
Sat, Aug 20 7-8am, and
later that evening for the
NALGAP Reception 6-8pm
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Ask which pronouns the individual
wants you to use.

Penelope P. Ziegler, MD, FASAM
Fernandina Beach, FL

Use the name and pronouns the
individual gives you.

NALGAP Inc. Advisory Board

Do not ask questions that are not
relevant to providing services.

George Marcelle
Los Angeles, CA

Do not share or discuss an individual’s
transgender status with other clients.

Emily McNally, PhD
Ft. Myers, FL

Only disclose this information to
other clinicians or staff as necessary to
provide services to the individual.

NALGAP Inc.

PO Box 123
Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
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Serving the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Communities since 1979

Who We Are

NALGAP: The Association of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Addiction
Professionals and Their Allies is a membership organization founded in 1979
and dedicated to the prevention and treatment of alcoholism, substance abuse,
and other addictions in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer communities.

The Power of Affirmation
Elijah C. Nealy, Ph.D, M.Div, LCSW
Social Work Professor, University of St. Joseph
I’m sitting a dingy, dimly lit church basement with low ceilings
in a small town on the Jersey Shore. There are about 40 people
here, men and women, mostly straight with a few gay men. The
women are largely teachers and nurses; the younger men work in
construction; the older men, a handful of dockworkers from Bayonne, are now retired.
A long table with chairs around it sits at the front of the room,
with four rows of folding chairs behind the table. Looking around
the room, I know almost everyone by name. I’m here every Saturday morning listening to people discuss how they work the twelve
steps. But this Saturday is different. Within the past few months,
I’ve finally decided to gender transition. Today, I intend to tell my
Saturday morning home group.
As the speaker wraps up I’m distracted, thinking about what I want to say and how to say it.
My heart pounds with the thought of raising my hand. Out here in small town Jersey, I have
no clue what people know and don’t know about transgender people. I am particularly anxious about how the young macho construction guys will respond to my new-found declaration
of masculinity.
As several people share, I think I better get my hand up or I’ll chicken out. The chair calls on
me and I begin to speak – “Hi, I’m Eli (my new name) and I’m an alcoholic.” So now they know
something is up because every other week I’ve spoken here, I’ve used my birth-assigned name.
“Hi, Eli,” everyone responds. I had forgotten this part. I’m startled by their response even though
I’ve heard it in every meeting since I sobered up. Somehow it hadn’t occurred to me that they
would immediately use my new name, in unison no less. But of course without skipping a beat
they said my new name back to me.
(continued on page 10)
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President’s Corner

NALGAP Creates Centers of Excellence

As I prepare to write my president’s message, I keep thinking of the multiple issues
that the LGBTQIA communities have been
facing and particularly of the events occurring this summer. The political climate and
the Presidential election fill our news media
on a daily basis, as do headlines about Black
Lives Matter, the Pulse nightclub massacre,
queer youth bullying and suicide, and anti-transgender legislation as well as acts of
violence particularly against trans* people
of color. LGBTQIA communities have made
great strides in recent years but I’m struck by
how far we still have to go.
I recently provided a lecture for participants
attending the Rutgers Summer School of
Addiction Studies, “Sexual Politics and Recovery.” This is the oldest university-based
educational opportunity for addiction profesPhilip
sionals; next year will be our 75th anniversary. I am very honored to serve on the faculty.
NALGAP was actually formed in 1979 during the Rutgers Summer School and speakers ranged from Dr. Jellinek, who was
the first director when it originated at Yale University in 1943,
as well as Marty Mann, Bill Wilson, Vern Johnson and countless others.

T. Mccabe

treatment that is not inclusive of the effect
of trauma on our clients. We can no longer expect satisfactory outcomes for LGBT
clients when we do little that is inclusive of
the politics of their lives, including how they
live and love. We are now ready to move to
a significant position in the field as evidenced
by the application and measurement of standards specific to providing treatment to the
LGBT community. NALGAP is committed to
improving services for LGBT individuals and
is proud of the many talented individuals,
past and present, who collaborate with us. I
invite you to join us as a member, and please
share in our vision. We cannot do it alone.
I appreciate the support you have given to
NALGAP and I wish to end with a sentiment
that continues to be expressed and helps us
in our healing as a community: Love is Love
is Love is Love.

In our ongoing mission to confront all forms of oppression and
discriminatory practices in the delivery of services to all people and to advocate for programs and services that affirm all
genders and sexual orientations NALGAP will launch an ambitious and essential project in order to aid treatment programs
in providing affirming care for LGBT individuals. The NALGAP
Centers of Excellence for Affirmative Care will be utilized to
assess treatment programs’ competencies in providing evidence-based services to LGBT individuals and their families.
NALGAP will develop a matrix that will assess a program’s
ability to address both sexual orientation (lesbian, gay, bisexual, queer and questioning) and transgender (gender identity/gender expression) issues of individuals receiving services.
Among the aspects of treatment programs that will be assessed will be outreach, marketing, print materials, online
medium, intake forms and other documentation utilized by
clients such as patient rights and anti-discrimination policies,
policies on residential housing and bathroom facilities as well
as human resources policies for their inclusion of LGBT partner benefits equal to non-LGBT employees. The creation of
a welcoming environment for LGBT clients and their families
will be a priority.
Other elements that we will strive to help programs embrace
include the creation of specific LGBT affirmative treatment
through staff training that has been developed by SAMHSA
and delivered through the CoE YMSM+LGBT ATTC utilizing
the Provider’s Introduction to Substance Abuse Treatment for
LGBT Individuals.

The term “sexual politics” was used in 1970 by Kate Millet in
her dissertation analyzing the gender differences occurring at
the time. It seemed appropriate to me as I reflect on being an
activist for 40 years. For me, politics isn’t just about elections,
it’s about life. The events that affect me on a daily basis are
my politics. As a gay man I am very aware of how my sexuality
affects every area of my life, even in ways that I don’t always
consider. My coming out in the 70’s was a political act. Coming out is about more than wearing rainbow buttons; it carries
the message to others about why we wear rainbow buttons.

Staff issues to be assessed will include the presence staffing that includes racial/ethnic representation of client demographics and community served and the visibility of staff that
are LGBT identified.
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Agencies will be able to share with others, especially clients
the measurable standards of care that they are offering. Programs can set goals for themselves to improve the quality
of LGBT affirmative services being offered based on recommended guidelines.
Upon the decision of NALGAP to grant a program Center
of Excellence status they will be listed as such on the NALGAP website and can utilize the NALGAP Center of Excellence logo in marketing to let potential clients know about
their efforts in providing affirmative care.
We hope you will join us on this groundbreaking project.
More information about the development of the Centers of
Excellence for Affirmative Care and how treatment programs
can access the assessments will be available in future months.
For the most up to date information, please consider joining
NALGAP on the individual or institutional level through our
website, www.nalgap.org

Dr. Peter E. Nathan, a pioneering researcher whose
studies demonstrated the power of psychological
interventions to treat alcoholism and other substance
use disorders, passed away May 8 2016. He was an
internationally recognized scientist and researcher,
focused on alcohol use disorder and other areas of
addiction.
He received the American Psychological Association
Award for Distinguished Professional Contributions
to Knowledge for his research on applying
psychological science to the treatment of alcoholism.
Our condolences to Dr. Nathan’s wife Anne Helene
Skinstad PhD., NALGAP Board Member and family.

The politics of recovery demands that treatment can no longer
utilize a one-size-fits-all approach. We can no longer justify

www.nalgap.org

Our goal it to develop measurable plans to improve services and professional development of staff and community
engagement through support within the recovery and LGBT
communities.

In Memoriam

Many talented clinicians, writers and educators share valuable
information with you in this newsletter, or in one of the many
workshops sponsored by NALGAP. A central theme in many
is the effects of trauma on our lives. Trauma can be interpersonal or intrapersonal; there are micro and macro aggressions
perpetrated against the community. LGBT Individuals continue to face oppression and many times institutional oppression can cause significant harm. As an Association we have
always recognized the effect that trauma played on the lives
of the LGBT clients we served. Our ever-evolving mission
since 1979 has been to advocate for supportive services free
from oppression, homophobia, biphobia, transphobia and the
multiple dimensions of heterosexism. I encourage you to join
with us in our mission.



NALGAP’s Centers of Excellence for Affirmative Care plans to
utilize tools such as an LGBT Patient Satisfaction Survey and
a survey of percentage of LGBT clients who complete treatment and percentage of LGBT clients who report continued
recovery/abstinence in post treatment follow-up.
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A Training-of-Trainer program
National Roll-out of the Second Edition of the Curriculum based on.
A Provider's Introduction to Substance Abuse Treatment for LGBT Individuals
Anne Helene Skinstad, Ph.D. and Lena E. Thompson, MPH
The ATTC Center of Excellence in Racial and Ethnic Minority
YMSM and other LGBT Populations (YMSM+LGBT CoE) have
been very busy this past year. Last year we completed the
Second Edition of the curriculum; A Provider’s Introduction to
Substance Abuse Treatment for LGBT Individuals. This year,
The Center has concentrated its efforts on providing three
Training of trainer (TOT) events in three different parts of the
country and has prepared experienced trainers to deliver the
LGBT Curriculum across the country. Each of the 60 trainers
who will have completed the program, have committed to
providing two trainings in their geographic area for the YMSM
+ LGBT CoE. The ambitious goal of this dissemination process
is to hold a minimum of 120 trainings of the LGBT Curriculum
by the end of September 2017.
The YMSM + LGBT CoE chose three locations across the
country to hold the TOTs. The first TOT was held in Washington,
D.C. at the SAMHSA headquarters in March 2016 and the next
in Seattle, Washington in May. The final TOT will be held in
Mystic Lake, Minnesota in September 2016. Before each round
of TOTs, the YMSM + LGBT Core Management Team selects 20
participants for each of the three TOTs through an application
process. Each selected participant must demonstrate a high
level of expertise in training and considerable experience
serving the LGBT population. Due to the sensitive topics and
care with which these issues must be presented, participants
do not receive the curriculum before completion of the TOT.
The model for these TOTs were developed before the first
training at the SAMHSA headquarters; the participants
spend the first day of the training becoming familiar with the
curriculum and training materials. Master trainers Thomas
Freese, PhD and Paul Warren, MSW share some of the
intricacies, tricky points, and tough questions that come up
throughout the curriculum. They facilitate the activities so
participants can see how they work. The 20 trainers also have
the opportunity to share techniques and challenges with one
another. On the second day of the TOT, trainers take turns
training a 10 minute section of the curriculum. They receive
feedback from their peers and from the Master Trainers.
Shortly after each TOT, the selected trainers are invited to
join monthly calls with the other trainers from their TOT. The
monthly calls give trainers an opportunity to ask questions
and seek solutions with the CoE staff and fellow trainers. The
YMSM + LGBT CoE staff helps connect trainers to the rest of
the ATTC network if they need assistance organizing trainings.
These monthly calls will last through Year Three and eventually
the three cohorts will come together into one call to form a
supportive network.
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Beyond the Hashtag: Taking Care of
Ourselves in the Wake of Orlando
Beck Gee-Cohen MA LADC

I woke up on Sunday June 13th with hundreds
of notifications on my phone about a shooting
in Orlando. My heart sank immediately into
my stomach and a flood of terror, anxiety, and
sadness washed over me instantly. Forty-nine
LGBTQI people and allies had been murdered
while celebrating life, in a place that was usually known as safe. In those moments before
the shooting in Orlando, I am sure those individuals, for the most part, felt safe. They
felt safe in the music, in the club, with their
people.
This network of trainers will be invited to train on several new
modules and curricula that are being rolled out as well. Three
additional modules, including “Coming Out, “Administration
of LGBT-Friendly Programs” and “Legal Issues Facing LGBT
Individuals,” will also be ready at this time. The Spanish
language version of the LGBT Curriculum is scheduled to be
completed by October 2016. Furthermore, the YMSM + LGBT
CoE is finalizing a YMSM-specific curriculum to be released
within the year.
One of the partners of the YMSM+LGBT CoE is the National
American Indian and Alaska Native ATTC. We decided to
create a Native LGBTQ/Two Spirit Curriculum two years ago.
This curriculum was developed by a consensus panel of Native
content experts in collaboration with staff at the center and it
is very close to completion. In addition, we have dedicated
the July Issue of our Newsletter to Native LGBT/Two Spirit
identified individuals and their specific challenges both inside
and outside of their tribal communities. The July Issue of the
newsletter will include further information about the Native
LGBTQ/Two Spirit Curriculum, as well as articles written by
members of our team content experts from the consensus
panel. The July Issue will be published at the end of July.
The YMSM + LGBT CoE is delighted to work with over 60 trainers
dedicated to improving health outcomes and empowering the
LGBT Community. Each trainer brings a unique perspective
and story that breathes life into the modules that our core
team and content writers have prepared. As we prepare for
our final TOT, we are all excited to bring more trainers onto
the project and share the LGBT Curriculum with providers
across the country.
Please also visit YMSM+LGBT CoE’s website: http://
www.ymsmlgbt.org/ and the National American Indian
and Alaska Native ATTC website: http://www.nattc.org/
national-focus-areas/?rc=americanindian
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community; it is for sure the most publicized to
date, and arguably the most intensely violent
in sheer numbers. I recognized in myself that
it was not Orlando alone that was the trauma;
Orlando was the activation of the collective
and historical trauma the entire LGBTQI community experiences on a regular basis.

By noon, I had been personally emailed at least
3 times requesting that I write a blog on my reaction of the
shooting. Being an outspoken activist amongst the LGBTQI
community, especially in the areas of addiction and mental
health, people sought opinions, they wanted to know how we,
as a community of activists, were we going to respond. How
should we respond? What can we do to help? How can we be
there for the people in Orlando, for our LGBTQI community?
I sat staring at a blank page for hours. Realizing finally that I
was in the midst of having a trauma response myself. No, I did
not know anyone personally involved in the Orlando shooting, however I knew people who knew them. You see, this
LGBTQI community is one degree of separation. As a community we are suffering from collective trauma. The ripple effect that something as horrific as the events of June 12th has
on a community will have an effect on individuals for a long
time to come.
It wasn’t until Monday that I started reading the commentary, from outside sources. I started reading everything I could
and I found myself deeper and deeper in an activated trauma response. I was acting out, short fused with my wife and
my dogs. I was feeling frustrated and wanting to shut down
completely. This was happening as I read the words: we are
a strong group, we would be resilient, and we would overcome. And I believed it, but I also needed to hold space for
what was happening for me, just as I encourage those in the
same emotional place to hold space for themselves. In 2016
we have already seen 14 Trans people murdered, numerous
people beaten up for being their authentic selves, hundreds
of bathroom bills and legislation coming up to further oppress
our identities as queer people, and continued harm and discrimination from institutions especially toward LGBTQI people
of color. Orlando was not the first of the atrocities against our
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That Tuesday, NALGAP had their monthly
meeting, as we were going over the events of
the weekend, it was very apparent that I was
not the only one who was feeling this way. As
we were trying to put together lists and phone
numbers for resources in Orlando, it was obvious that everyone was scattered, a normally focused motivated group of activists challenged to do what we do well. I knew
in that moment what needed to happen. Before we could
take care of others, we needed to take care of ourselves. Before we could come up with answers for the general public,
the cisgender, straight communities, we needed to come up
with some answers for ourselves, ones that addressed our collective trauma. The old adage that I hear every time I fly…
“put your oxygen mask on yourself before you help someone
else…” became ever so apparent.
Before I could help others, I had to check in with my support
system. I had to go inside and create a space for me to heal;
I had to allow others to help me sift through my own feelings
and take care of me for a bit.
As therapists that are LGBTQI identified, we walk through the
vulnerability that the Orlando tragedy has left in its path. We
come face-to-face with the idea that we are not robots, not
above the trauma, not immune to the emotional response.
We have to hold space for our clients during this time, but
we also need to find the space for our own selves to walk
through this process.
Self-care always gets lip service, but actions of self-care rarely
come to fruition. We LGBTQI people, on good days, struggle
to take care of ourselves due to accessibility and self-defeating beliefs that we are not good enough. Clinicians struggle
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The Doctor is OUT
Dear Dr. Penny,
I am a trans woman who has been living
comfortably with my life partner Gracie for
the past ten years. We are both in longterm recovery and attend 12-Step meetings
in Philadelphia. I receive medical care including hormones and an antidepressant at
the Mazzoni Center, our wonderful LGBTQ
health clinic. Now Gracie has received a job
offer for a great new position with a huge
salary increase. Trouble is, it’s in Charlotte,
NC. We are both excited about this opportunity, but I’m terrified about moving to the
state that just made it illegal for me to use
the Women’s restroom. And the state just
undid Charlotte’s anti-LGBTQ- discrimination ordinance, making it perfectly legal for
anyone to discriminate whenever they want.
Will we be stepping into a hornet’s nest of
homophobia, transphobia and overt hostility? Where will I be able to find a knowledgeable, accepting
physician who can provide for my health care needs? Will
we be able to find 12-Step meetings that are affirming and
welcoming? My active addiction was a real horror story and
I don’t want to relapse! How can I put my recovery first and
still support my wonderful, caring partner? Any help would
be appreciated.
Sincerely,

munity Center. There you can meet and network with others who can help you rebuild
your recovery support system. The University of North Carolina Charlotte has an extensive curriculum of courses in LGBT Health
and a strong support system for trans people on campus (students and faculty) known
as Trans*. Chances are they could really use
volunteers with long term recovery, as can the
local AA and NA meetings.
Making a transition to a new community is
always challenging for people in recovery,
complicated by grief about the old community, fear of not being accepted by the new
community, internalized self-rejection, and
our deep-seated fear of change. No doubt
for some time you’ll be certain that no one
in Charlotte does A.A. correctly. So I would
encourage you to use the tried and true suggestions of the 12-Step Programs; when in doubt, reach out
and help another suffering alcoholic/addict, in this case newcomers to the program, young (or not so young) people still
struggling with fear and uncertainty about their own sexuality
as well as their substance use, and anyone who is unsteady
on her/his/their sober feet today.
Best of luck to you and your spouse in your new adventures.
Penny Z.

Soon-to-Be-a-Tar-Heel

Dear Soon:
You may not be aware of it, but the recent brouhaha over
NC HB 2 (the “Bathroom Bill”) has stimulated an outpouring
of support for the LGBTQ community in North Carolina and
a new level of activism across the state. Charlotte has had a
large and active LGBTQ community for many years, and its
members and allies played an important role in getting the
anti-discrimination ordinance passed in April, 2016. It was this
ordinance and the Republican backlash of anti-LGBTQ sentiment that resulted in passage of the “Bathroom Bill” and then
of the new state law invalidating all local anti-discrimination
ordinances in North Carolina that protected LGBTQ rights.
So discrimination is now legal throughout North Carolina, but
I think you will find more support and welcome in Charlotte
than you expect. There is an LGBT Community Center, a Charlotte Pride group and a Charlotte LGBTQ Film Festival. Specifically for your needs, there is Transcend Charlotte! (www.
transcendcharlotte.com), which provides, among other things,
referrals to LGBTQ-affirming physicians, surgeons, therapists,
support groups, etc.
Charlotte is also a recovery-affirming city, with many 12-Step
meetings, treatment programs and addiction professionals in
practice. Some LGBT 12-Step meetings are held at the Com-
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NALGAP President’s Award

An Ally’s Perspective
Benjamin Cort, Director of Professional Relations
CeDAR, University of Colorado Hospital

NALGAP:

the Association of
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual & Transgender Addiction Professionals and Their Allies
Serving the LGBT Communities since 1979

Pride Institute
Presidents Award presented 2016
In recognition of 30 years of service to the LGBT Community
of providing safe affirmative treatment to those seeking recovery.
NALGAP's mission is to confront all forms of oppression and discriminatory practices in the delivery of services
to all people and to advocate for programs and services that affirm all genders and sexual orientations.
NALGAP provides information, training, networking, and advocacy about addiction and related problems, and
support for those engaged in the health professions, individuals in recovery, and others concerned about the
health of gender and sexual minorities.

________________________________
Philip T, McCabe - NALGAP Inc, President

Last year I went to the NALGAP’s member reception at NCAD in St. Louis. Honestly, I was
pretty shocked and surprised by what I saw
there. No, my surprise had nothing to do with
the expressions of love, support, understanding and kindness that I have grown accustomed
to seeing inside of the LGTBQ community,
what caught me off guard was how underrepresented the non-LGBTQ community was at
the event. As a minority at the event – a good
place for a straight cisgender white guy to be
in whenever he can – I was not uncomfortable.
Rather, I felt embarrassed. In 2016 I think that
in theory at least most of us support the LGTBQ community,
right? We don’t use “gay” as an insult much anymore and it
seems like many are ready to engage in a conversation about
what transgender means. But are we really ready to ally with
our LGTBQ friends and colleagues?

According to Webster to ally is to take up a shared cause,
to “combine or unite resources”. Are we really allies or are
we just supporters in word? I was disappointed last year to
see so few representing the straight community in support
of the work of NALGAP. In a day and age when so many of
us are ready to say we stand with the LGTBQ community are
we really prepared to ally with them? For me, that night led
to some hard questions and soul searching that resulted in
me asking to join NALGAP officially. Like many of you, I get

asked to join Boards on occasion, it is a commitment that I don’t take lightly; to serve on a Board
is a bunch of work. With that in mind, this was the
first Board that I asked to join. I knew that to keep
saying I was a friend of the LGTBQ community but
not stand with them was to support rather than ally,
I wanted to be an ally.

NALGAP exists to do much more than create a
“supportive environment” we are here to treat addiction, to preach prevention, to train, to teach, to
educate, to make the community of providers in
this field more effective, a noble cause no doubt. I
would like to take this opportunity to encourage those in my community to consider what it might mean for us as a profession, as a
program, as an individual to ally rather than just support.

What can we do to show that we are standing alongside our
LGTBQ friends in the fight against addiction? Can we do more
than just support? Can we ally?

Please consider joining me and NALGAP at NCAD for our reception to learn more about what we do and why we do it. Check
out our website at www.nalgap.org and familiarize yourself with
our mission and our work. Talk to your administrators about institutional membership. Join us as individual addiction professionals. We could use a few more allies!

Congratulations!
NALGAP Board Member, Kristina Padilla
and her wife Lianna Sexton welcome the
newest NALGAP family member Karisma
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(The Power of Affirmation continued from page 1)

(Beyond The Hashtag continued from page 5)

Buoyed up by their response, I go on – “Within the past few
months I’ve decided to gender transition. I always identified
as more of a guy but was too afraid to say that out loud. I
worried too much about what people might think. And I’m
still anxious about what you might think. But I can’t let that
fear dictate my life anymore. You’ve taught me that if I am not
true to myself, if I am not honest with myself I will go back to
using again. The Big Book says, “Rarely have we seen a person fail who has the capacity to be honest,” and that’s what I
am trying to do here.”
When I finish, the speaker calls on the next person and the
meeting goes on as if my announcement never happened. I
try to be present for the remainder of the sharing but I’m distracted by thoughts of the meeting ending. Who will talk to
me? What will they say? What if no one says anything?
Somehow I think the women will be supportive, even sweet.
They may not understand, but at least I think, they will be
nurturing and warm. What I’m worried about is how the men
in the room will react, how they will feel about me moving in
on their territory, announcing that I’m now becoming one of
them. I worry about whether they’ll take me seriously or just
laugh. I worry about whether they will ever see me as one of
them.
Finally the clock hits 9:30am and we say the serenity prayer.
True to my prediction, the women in the group are warm and
supportive. They hug me and thank me for sharing today. But
much to my surprise, man after man comes up to me and
shakes my hand – “Congratulations, Eli!” “That’s great, Eli!”
“Good for you, Eli!” “Way to go, man!” Some of them slap
me on the back. I wasn’t expecting all this enthusiasm. It’s almost like they’re welcoming me to “the [boys] club.”

The response to me in this meeting highlights the power of
affirmation, so often absent in transgender people’s lives prior
to transition. The process of physical transition can bring tremendous affirmation and healing. Slowly we begin to see ourselves on the outside as we have always seen ourselves on
the inside.

to take care of themselves because of access (many institutions
in the CD and MH field do not give incentives for self-care) and
because we need to be there for our clients. I mean, if we are
not there for them, who is? LGBTQI clinicians are vulnerable to
both sets of belief systems.

My twelve step experiences have not all been this affirming.
Think about the risks your transgender clients must navigate
- the invisibility they may experience, the vulnerability they
risk, the isolation they may feel, the potential rejection. How
might these dynamics recreate past trauma? How might they
impact their ability to build relationships? How might they
facilitate or hinder sustained recovery? Would your trans clients feel safe discussing these challenges in your facility? How
often do you initiate these conversations with transgender clients? When we fail to ask questions about the intersections
of identity in our clients’ lives, we signal that these topics are
off limits, too uncomfortable, or unimportant to us. This is the
opposite of affirmation.

In the wake of Orlando, as a clinician who is LGBTQI identified, answer these questions. Honestly. Seek ways to get the
help you need, because you need it and most importantly deserve it. You hold space for others trauma on a daily basis; it
is time to hold space for yourself and your healing and allow
others to support you.

Look for Elijah's new book
Transgender Children and Youth:
Cultivating Pride and Joy with Families in Transition
to be released Feb, 2017

1.

How do the events of Orlando, and/or the events of oppression to LGBTQI community affect me?

2.

How am I responding to the closest people in my life?
Have I connected with my support system?

3.

Have I taken any ”me time” lately?

4.

What does self-care mean to me? And have I done those
things?

5.

Can I ask for help from my employer? If yes, than will I?
If no, then where can I seek the help I need?

If you are an employer of an LGBTQI addiction and mental
health professional, answer these questions. Honestly.
1.

Have I asked what I can do for my LGBTQI workers in the
wake of Orlando?

2.

Have I given access to necessary self-care modalities to
these workers?

3.

Have I walked in empathy with my LGBTQI workers with
the knowledge of what collective trauma can mean for
them and for my staff as a whole?

If we ignore the questions, and our answers, we continue to reinforce the trauma, which goes on unacknowledged and brushed
over and ultimately limits ourselves. Unresolved and unaddressed
trauma is the leading cause of burnout, relapse, mental and physical illness, relationship breakdown and breakup. When we hold
space for ourselves, allow others to support us in the wake of
traumatic events, and take time to grieve and process all that has
happened and ALL that we feel about it - unless we put on our
masks first - we cannot be our best selves in the therapy rooms
with our clients.

There is a tremendous trauma in not being seen. Like many
trans individuals, I endured years of this kind of trauma. I spent
years feeling invisible growing up. Years hearing people call
me a “girl,” when my inner voice said “boy.” It’s difficult for
cisgender people to grasp the depth, breadth and developmental impact of this trauma.
By the age of 12, I was depressed and suicidal. I spent my adolescence nearly drinking and drugging myself to death trying
to numb out all the ways it felt like my body was betraying me.
I hated the way my chest was changing. I hated the monthly
menstrual reminders that my body didn’t match the way I felt
inside. But I didn’t have words to talk about what was going
on inside me. Finally well into my adult life and my sobriety
I found the courage to begin transitioning and live more authentically as a sober man.
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to numb out all the ways it felt like my body was betraying me.
I hated the way my chest was changing. I hated the monthly
menstrual reminders that my body didn’t match the way I felt
inside. But I didn’t have words to talk about what was going
on inside me. Finally well into my adult life and my sobriety
I found the courage to begin transitioning and live more authentically as a sober man.
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As a world-class residential addiction and
co-occurring disorder treatment facility,
CeDAR is uniquely capable of providing
fully Statement
Our Mission
integrated care that’s personalized toNALGAP’s
each mission is to confront all forms of
oppression and discriminatory practices in the
individual’s unique condition. Using adelivery
holistic
of services to all people and to advocate
NALGAP Would Like to thank our
for
programs
and services that affirm all genders
approach to heal the mind, body and spirit,
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and sexual orientations. NALGAP provides
our intensive treatment program includes
information, training, networking, and advocacy
about addiction and related problems, and support
pharmacology,
psychiatric services and
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advance medical care.
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aspect of a person’s life.
Treat it with a recovery
program that impacts
every aspect of a
person’s life.

While attending NCAD 2016 in
Denver CO, please join us for our
NALGAP membership meeting
Sat, Aug 20 7-8am, and
later that evening for the
NALGAP Reception 6-8pm

NALGAP Inc.
2016 Board of Directors
President
Philip T. McCabe, CSW, CAS, CDVC, DRCC
Ocean Grove, NJ
Vice President
Joseph Amico, M.Div, CAS, LISAC
Salem, MA
Secretary/Editor
Craig Sloane, LCSW, CASAC
New York, NY

Members at Large
Raven Badger, PhD
University Park IL
Dana G. Finnegan, PhD, CAC
Ft. Myers FL
Beck Gee-Cohen, MA, LADC
Boston, MAw
Kristina Padilla, M.A., IMF, LAADC,
ICAADC, CGS
Sacramento, CA
Anne Helene Skinstad, PhD
Iowa City, IA
Craig Sloane, LCSW, CASAC
New York, NY
Jeff Zacharias, LCSW, CSAT, CAADC
Chicago, IL

Ask which pronouns the individual
wants you to use.

Penelope P. Ziegler, MD, FASAM
Fernandina Beach, FL

Use the name and pronouns the
individual gives you.

NALGAP Inc. Advisory Board

Do not ask questions that are not
relevant to providing services.

George Marcelle
Los Angeles, CA

Do not share or discuss an individual’s
transgender status with other clients.

Emily McNally, PhD
Ft. Myers, FL

Only disclose this information to
other clinicians or staff as necessary to
provide services to the individual.

NALGAP Inc.

PO Box 123
Ocean Grove, NJ 07756
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Serving the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Communities since 1979

Who We Are

NALGAP: The Association of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Addiction
Professionals and Their Allies is a membership organization founded in 1979
and dedicated to the prevention and treatment of alcoholism, substance abuse,
and other addictions in lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer communities.

The Power of Affirmation
Elijah C. Nealy, Ph.D, M.Div, LCSW
Social Work Professor, University of St. Joseph
I’m sitting a dingy, dimly lit church basement with low ceilings
in a small town on the Jersey Shore. There are about 40 people
here, men and women, mostly straight with a few gay men. The
women are largely teachers and nurses; the younger men work in
construction; the older men, a handful of dockworkers from Bayonne, are now retired.
A long table with chairs around it sits at the front of the room,
with four rows of folding chairs behind the table. Looking around
the room, I know almost everyone by name. I’m here every Saturday morning listening to people discuss how they work the twelve
steps. But this Saturday is different. Within the past few months,
I’ve finally decided to gender transition. Today, I intend to tell my
Saturday morning home group.
As the speaker wraps up I’m distracted, thinking about what I want to say and how to say it.
My heart pounds with the thought of raising my hand. Out here in small town Jersey, I have
no clue what people know and don’t know about transgender people. I am particularly anxious about how the young macho construction guys will respond to my new-found declaration
of masculinity.
As several people share, I think I better get my hand up or I’ll chicken out. The chair calls on
me and I begin to speak – “Hi, I’m Eli (my new name) and I’m an alcoholic.” So now they know
something is up because every other week I’ve spoken here, I’ve used my birth-assigned name.
“Hi, Eli,” everyone responds. I had forgotten this part. I’m startled by their response even though
I’ve heard it in every meeting since I sobered up. Somehow it hadn’t occurred to me that they
would immediately use my new name, in unison no less. But of course without skipping a beat
they said my new name back to me.
(continued on page 10)
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